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Air Jordan series of the breakdown of each pair of styles, all with contemporary science and technology from the Fenghua, if want to
choose a pair of shoes to tell the story, Air Jordan IX in the simple appearance but hiding many unknown stories. The more well-
known is the Air Jordan IX Michael Jordan debut year scored three straight after retirement in 1994 debut, even Jordan transferred to
the baseball field, NIKE is still not hesitate to launch signature shoes for him, then began to learn from the various Michael Jordan
influence on the whole world basketball, and benefits Air Jordan shoes. 

has a chance to play with Air Jordan IX may be for outsole patterns and characters are curious, why not use basketball shoes or
herringbone herringbone traditional, but the use of these seemingly no grip design? The reasons come from, then made design of the
Tinker Hatfield hope into innovative elements in the 9 generation, rich product line, then Mark Smith proposed may be through the
outsole to elaborate an international basketball story, the idea quickly accepted and became the 9 generation of spindle design. As a
result, Smith has transformed basketball into an international common language through earth graphics and the language of different
countries. It also breaks through the traditional exterior design and creates unforgettable designs. The front left and right feet use the
six language to represent the spirit of Jordan inside and outside. At that time, Air Jordan has not only a basketball shoes product so
simple, but became a full of stories. 

Air Jordan 9 with two rows of the medial forefoot presented in the national language text, right under the self are: the French "DEDE"
(focus), Spanish "FUERZA" (strength), Italian "INTENSO" (fierce), French "LIBERTE" (free), the German "ANMUTIG" (elegant). 

left foot from the top down were: "it is N P, Russian" (Sports), Swahili word "UHURU" (independent), "it is a Russian family. Ein is?"
(free), the German "ATHLETISCH" (Sports), Swahili word "MUUNDAJI" (hope). 

to this day, we are still fascinated by these stories, and are also looking forward to the shoes of Air Jordan, and also a result of the
efforts of the design team. As soon as the Air Jordan IX 'Space Jam' is about to be re engraved, we can also review the design of Air
Jordan IX and immerse ourselves in it

The day that the United States declared independence from the British Empire in July 4, 1776, the day became a national day in the
United States, also known as independence day, in the United States of America ( 
). This brand was born in 1968 in the selection of classic shoes Puma Suede together in response to the full day once a year, in
addition to the use of the American flag colors as the main design, through the excellent suede fabric show the pattern, and different
material and the shoe body block produces rich layers, the United States is expected in June 24th officially on sale. 

source: TheShoeGame.com

adidas Ultra Boost 3 in December last year in the United States at the beginning of 11, recent bursts? Again a new color. In the upper
Primeknit using blue green dual color weave unique texture, translucent Cage on both sides of the support frame and is followed by a
TPU structure, with blue gray and vamp do collocation, create multiple levels, more rich and lively. Compared with the color scheme
introduced in the past, the color is brighter, and besides the current popular black and white tones, you may as well be aware of this
more distinctive style. 

adidas Ultra Boost 3 "Royal" price is 180 dollars, model BA8844, the day before in the foreign Sneaker Politics website and
adidas.com went on sale have been sold out, at present Taiwan has released news. 

source: Sneaker Politics

Air Jordan XX9 is Jordan this year Brand products, small series that best flagship shoe vamp Performance Woven knitting
technology in the body of the shoe as art show, contrary to the popular definition for basketball shoes. The Legend Blue, with its crisp
North blue and a little black and white as its main axis, skillfully uses burst lines to decorate its details, and then matches the attractive
transparent ice bottom, which really makes people very excited. Overseas will also be on sale in the near future, model: 695515-117,
the price is 225 U. S. dollars. 

source: EUKICKS

from Japan's N.HOOLYWOOD has many different styles of extension, the military style EXCHANGE SERVICE extension due to
recent trends of concern, placing as the blueprint and combined with Japanese tailoring, construct the designer Oka Daisuke
eastmeets West aesthetics. This time with New Balance, the bias of professional sports fields Fresh Foam Zante V3 for the type of



shoes are amazing, blue pure tone as a continuation of N.HOOLYWOOD 17SS marine theme photo shoes lining Sample words,
more people and military Printing Association, although the city will not have customer service the words, but it is representative of
the characteristics of the N.HOOLYWOOD printing elements EXCHANGE SERVICE series, also can not help but give a design of
the imagination. It is reported that shoes will be sold on June 10th, priced at 18000 yuan (not tax). 

by Nike styling consultant tailored for you, sports fashion, wear 

aims to lead girls to break through themselves, help girls prepare for 2016, and make exercise elements more integrated into
everyday life. Nike launches a new women's exclusive shopping service, offering a professional knowledge and matching of women's
products by Nike styling consultants, one on one service, and creating your own Nike Women Look! 
Nike styling consultants, one on one service, provide accurate assistance to each girl with exclusive equipmentThis new 
for women to create shopping experience by the Internet service appointment, since February 22nd in Taipei three stores Nike
Neo19 running store experience, Nike experience of running stores as well as the momentum at ximending Jiantan Nike flagship
store launched after the opening, then set off a discussion upsurge, the first week in one day in the full amount of quota is full. From
now until 4/6, Nike will be updated daily online next week, the appointment of the experience period, to provide more girls experience
this new exclusive styling consulting services. 
picks up the right style by sporting underwear measuring service, providing maximum support for girls' movements 
Nike Women exclusive shopping experience through Nike+ membership to the designated website to make an appointment, the girl
will enjoy the full hour of service, places are limited, at least so far. Nike other professional consultant - Girl exclusive test bar and
lounge dress locker - Nike - enjoy special Polaroid camera memorial service Nike+ Run - through the foot type detection accuracy
can meet the running shoes Nike other consultant needs one to one service, accurate help each girl provide exclusive equipment
professional consultant for each other carefully to create a unique Nike Women other girl

Although 
Kobe Bryant? The end of this season due to injury, but for his products or continue to launch in front of everyone, to the outdoor born?
Zoom Kobe Venomenon 3 this offer the latest color, all purple vamp collocation of white Swoosh reminiscent of Kobe Bryant? In the
field with the Kobe 8 also has a similar color, science and technology is the familiar Zoom Air collocation and wear resistant soles,
we believe in the good choice for outdoor bullfight. 

source: sneakernews
?

Golden State team today held the king parade party, in this special day Stephen Curry wore Under Armour Curry 4 new color and
field more than 1 million 500 thousand fans Carnival together, they enjoy three years second degrees won victory, according to
reports by Larry O 'Brien Championship gold cup for inspiration designed, showing the title belongs to the atmosphere. 

Nice Kicks Nick DePaula is also the first to bring the double "Parade" Curry 4 player version (US12.5) real shooting shoes share this
color, there is no available information for the public, we may wish to feel its charm through the picture. After the Warriors must win
again Stephen Curry fans should look forward to the issuance of commemorative shoes, it allows us to look at the small,
championship season since 4, Curry total platinum, gold, black and white (black ink in the bottom and the Parade version) with Under
Armour Memorial, if future the introduction of so-called champion commemorative edition, perhaps this is the four in a double or bring
a new design? Wait and see. 

source: Nice Kicks / Warriors
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